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Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., United States, 2000. Sheet music. Book Condition: New. 295 x 221 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. To provide greater availability for a work of such importance,
the original publishers secured from Gershwin a solo piano version wherein the orchestral parts are
fused together with the solo piano part (PS0047). Due to concerns that the composer s arrangement
presented too many technical demands to pianists not possessing the requisite technique, a
modified arrangement was delicately solicited from pianists of the time. (Gershwin s untimely
death precluded any modification from the composer himself.) Many attempts at technical
modifications were rejected on ethical grounds until Herman Wasserman--who taught Gershwin to
play the piano--submitted a manuscript which became this edition. Several prominent pianists who
reviewed the score all attested to the amazing reduction in technical demands while retaining the
clarity, sonority, and brilliance of the original. This edition is designed for Early Advanced pianists,
although some sections, including the well-known Moderato middle section, are accessible to those
performing at less-advanced levels.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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